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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello everyone! It’s been a great year so far and I am enjoying
my time serving as president. As always, we have a great group
of officers and volunteers, and I want to thank everyone for their
time and efforts as well as remind everyone else that there is
always room for more people to join in. After attending the
region and national meetings over the past year, it is clear how
far ahead our chapter is in everything we do.
In April, our chapter officially started on the CFMAP (Chapter
Financial Management and Administration Policy), with a
smooth transition so far. As discussed in previous newsletters,
the program is designed to assist chapters in achieving stronger
returns and better accountability in our finances along with
reducing some of our administrative requirements.
We have had two business meetings, one in Columbus and one
in Toledo, so far this year. I was encouraged by the turn out to the most recent meeting in Toledo, with it being
tied to the Rural Valuation Basics seminar as well as the new faces that attended the meetings. We plan to have
two more business meetings, in Cincinnati on September 12, 2019 and Cleveland in the 4th quarter. Exact times
and locations are not yet set, but we will release the information as soon as it is available. I hope to see many of
you there.








Education is going well through the first half of the year, with attendance as follows:
Real Estate Finance, Statistics, and Valuation Modeling attended by 14 students
General Appraiser Site Valuation Cost Approach (17)
Valuation by Comparison (Residential) attended by (8)
General Report Writing and Case Studies (11)
Review Theory (18)
Rural Valuation Basics (24)

Additional educational offerings through the end of the year include: Advanced Concepts & Case Studies
(Cleveland), Business Practices & Ethics (Dublin), Residential & Commercial Valuation of Solar (Dublin) and the
42nd Annual Economic Seminar (Dublin). With the litigation courses being offered in conjunction with Kentucky
and Indiana. As we did for the last USPAP updates, the seven-hour USPAP will be offered in December in the
Columbus area followed by 3 additional offerings in the first quarter of 2020.
The Economic Seminar Committee is hard at work, with the key note speaker Mr. Don Gossman, SRA already
set. Mr. Gossman was a speaker last year at the AI National Conference in Nashville and speaks about his work
with the FBI on stopping a flipping ring, and his subsequent book, My Client the FBI. He is an engaging speaker
with a very relevant story for our members, and I look forward to hearing him speak in December.
Continued on page 3
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As always, we are working towards engaging and expanding our outreach to the residential
appraisal group. We are working on topics for our second residential roundtable, after a
very successful start last year. This year’s event will be in the Cleveland area. Another
challenge we are facing is overall attendance to chapter business meetings. We are
working hard to create events that will bring strong networking and engaging conversations.
In the future, we will likely expand on some CE offerings along with the events to further
bring value to the members and relevant conversations about the future of the profession.
If you are interested in volunteering to serve the OCAI, would like to become more active
with the Chapter, and/or would like any more information on our planned events and
education please email me at: mglosser@specialtyvaluation.com.
Respectfully Submitted,
Megan Glosser, MAI
2019 Ohio Chapter President
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS: 2019 LDAC
WRITTEN BY: SHANNON WEAVER, MAI (3RD YEAR PARTICIPANT)
The Leadership Development & Advisory Council (LDAC) is a group of dedicated appraisers who come together once a year in Washington, D.C. to formulate solutions to problems and challenges faced by the appraisal profession. The 2019 LDAC conference was packed full with networking, problem solving, debating
and lobbying! This year we had two other participants from the Ohio Chapter who attended, Lisa Cotton (2nd
year) and Greg Williams, MAI (1st year). We participated in forums led by discussion leaders on the following
issues:
 "How do we set ourselves apart and message effectively to clients (the appraiser and the appraisal)?" –
Eric Hansen, MAI;
 "Increasing thresholds, alternative products, waivers: how can AI help appraisers adapt to the new environment and position our members to be at the front of the line?" – Lisa Meinczinger, SRA, AI-RRS;
 "AI Education: what is the best way to deliver it? How do we capture more? What are we doing well? What
can we do better?" – Rob Moorman, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS; and
 "How can chapters maximize value to members?" – Eric Schneider, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS.
The discussion forums are my favorite part of LDAC as you get to hear what is and isn’t working for other
chapters. As a chapter leader, it is important to me that we do our best for the members and these discussion
forums give us great ideas to bring back. I look forward to hopefully implementing some of those ideas in the
future.
We also spent a sunny afternoon lobbying on Capitol
Hill urging congressional support for regulatory relief
and appraisal modernization. Greg Williams, MAI; Lisa
Cotton, and I were able to meet with the staff of Ohio
Senator Sherrod Brown, Ohio Senator Rob Portman,
and Ohio Congresswoman Marcia Fudge. They were
all receptive to our concerns.
This conference always exceeds my expectations and I
would encourage anybody interested to look more into
it or contact me about details. I am sad that this was
my last year attending as it is only a 3-year commitment but I’m grateful and honored that I had the opportunity to represent the Ohio Chapter at this conference.
Residential Round Table Attendees

Lisa Cotton, a Sherrod Brown Associate, Shannon Weaver, MAI
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS: 2019 LDAC, CONT. . .
WRITTEN BY: LISA COTTEN
As a second year attendee of LDAC, I came back from
the conference with a renewed sense of energy for the
appraisal profession! Spending three days with appraisal
colleagues from various markets across the country that
are passionate about the future of our industry was an
outstanding opportunity and one that I am truly grateful to
have experienced. We all enjoyed many chances to network and develop new friendships in a short period of
time. Personally, I had the chance to meet several appraisers that I have engaged for assignments in other
markets, which was great. Participation in LDAC also
gave me a chance to become involved in what is happening in our profession and collaborate with other appraisers
to determine how we can have a positive impact on the
future of the appraisal industry.
The ideas that came out of the four discussion forums
were particularly interesting, especially from the younger
generation coming up in our industry at a time when we
need fresh, unbiased opinions about the changes we are
all faced with in our profession and how we can best
adapt to them while improving the industry as a whole.
There were two topics in the discussion forums that I enjoyed most; Rob Moorman, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS led a disShannon Weaver, MAI; Gregory Williams, MAI; Lisa Cotten
cussion on AI Education where we brainstormed and collaborated on the best way the AI can deliver education,
how the AI can attract appraisers to the best educational class offerings in the industry, and how the AI can
improve the existing class offerings and delivery so that they are more accessible.
Eric Schneider, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS led a discussion on “How Chapters can Maximize Value to Members”;
many ideas surfaced in this forum from various chapters related to how the chapter can become a better resource for the members. I hope to see some of these ideas implemented in the future; all the feedback from
LDAC will be taken back to AI Leadership/National for further consideration and development.
In addition to the discussion forums, participation in LDAC included the opportunity to lobby Capitol Hill as a
representative of the Appraisal Institute and to gain support for changes to the modernization of appraisal
regulatory issues, the importance of the appraisal profession in terms of protecting the public, and housing
finance reform. Greg, Shannon & I had the opportunity to meet with the staff of Senators Sherrod Brown &
Rob Portman, and Ohio Congresswoman Marcia Fudge.
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS: 2019 LDAC, CONT. . .
WRITTEN BY: GREGORY WILLIAMS, MAI
This was my first experience attending LDAC and I entered with no expectations other than using it as an opportunity to learn more about the Appraisal Institute and
offer up a thought or two on promoting our industry. By
the end of the week, I walked away from LDAC exceeding
those expectations.
The LDAC discussion sessions afforded the opportunity
to engage and brainstorm with appraisal professionals
from all around the country. The sessions served as opportunity for us to come together to generate actionable
ideas to solve some of the appraisal industry’s toughest
problems. Serving as a member of the Ohio Chapter’s
education committee I was very passionate about the education discussions. Based on my experience, I know that
AI’s educational offering is superior to other competitive
offerings. Our group discussed ideas on how to not only
get non-AI members to take AI courses but to also use
our education offering to entice non-members to become
members.

Lisa Cotton, a Sherrod Brown Associate, Gregory Williams, MAI

The highlight of LDAC is the opportunity to visit Capitol Hill and lobby our congressmen/women on issues
vital to our industry. Shannon, Lisa and I had the opportunity to meet with Senator Sherrod Brown’s and
Congresswoman Marcia Fudge’s staff to discuss several topics that are important to the industry and the
nation’s economy. Specifically, with Senator Brown’s staff in addition to discussing appraisal regulatory
modernization and housing finance reform we discussed increasing appraisal requirement thresholds for
lenders and how appraisers are here to help protect the public with impartial 3rd party evaluations. As well,
we discussed the predatory lending risk on rural and urban communities.
My favorite part of the LDAC experience was coming together with colleagues from all over the country. I
had engaging dialogue with my colleagues not only in the discussion sessions but also during meals, in the
hotel lobby, and at the airport bar. I learned a great deal about the issues and opportunities in other regions.
I left hoping that I made some small fraction of an impact but knowing that I enriched my knowledge of AI
and our industry, as well increased my network of professionals who like me want to promote and grow the
appraisal industry.
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MEETINGS

AND

EVENTS: 41ST ANNUAL ECONOMIC SEMINAR

Written by: Laurel Keller, MAI

On November 30, 2018, The Ohio Chapter of the Appraisal Institute hosted its 41st Annual Economic Seminar
at a new venue: The Exchange in Bridge Park, Dublin, Ohio.
Geoffrey M. Kasselman, SIOR, LEED AP was the dynamic keynote speaker. Mr. Kasselman is an Executive Managing Director at Newmark Knight Frank and CEO of Op2mize Energy. With over 31 years of industry experience, he is a “pragmatic futurist” practicing at the intersection of commercial real estate, technology,
and sustainability. He graduated from the University of Michigan with a BGS degree. His areas of specialization include E-Commerce, Data Center/Mission Critical, Operational Efficiency, Energy Efficiency, Energy Procurement, Technology and Innovation, and Global Portfolio Management. Mr. Kasselman has received dozens of awards including the 2017 Most Influential Commercial Real Estate Brokers in Chicago and was inducted into the Midwest Commercial Real Estate Hall of Fame in 2016.

Keynote Speaker Geoffrey Kasselman, SIOR, LEED AP

Applause to our Gold Sponsors from Aaron Wright, MAI
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS: 41ST ANNUAL ECONOMIC SEMINAR, CONT. . .
In addition, the seminar featured timely and poignant presentations by:
Mekael Teshome – Vice President & Senior Regional Officer, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Michael J. Hicks, PhD – Director & Professor of Economics, Ball State University
Lisa Pendergast – Executive Director, Commercial Real Estate Finance Council

William E. Garber, Jr.— Director of Government and External Relations, Appraisal Institute

Mekael Teshome

Michael J. Hicks, PhD

Lisa Pendergast

William E. Garber, Jr.
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Meetings and Events: 41st Annual Economic Seminar, cont. .
The event also included a lively and informative discussion panel on Tax Appeals. The Tax Attorney panel
was comprised of:
From left to right:
Lauren Johnson – Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP
J. Kieran Jennings – Siegel Jennings Co., LPA
Victor V. Anselmo – Siegel Jennings Co., LPA;
Todd W. Sleggs – Sleggs, Danzinger & Gill, Co., LPA.

TASTY lunch!

AI 2018 President Jeff Sherman, MAI, AI-GRS swore in 2019
OCAI Vice President Megan Glosser and the entire Board of
Directors

During lunch break, newly-designated OCAI chapter
professionals were recognized.
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS: 42ND ANNUAL ECONOMIC SEMINAR
SAVE THE DATE! FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2019
Please check out the Ohio Chapter website's landing page for the Economic Seminar. You can access it by going to the
Economic Seminar tab on the top red bar and clicking on General Info OR by clicking on the 42nd Annual Economic
Seminar picture on the Homepage. Find all of the information you need by checking out the Ohio Chapter's website. We
look forward to seeing you there!
The Chapter's annual economic seminar includes various members of the banking and appraisal and/or real estate related industries, i.e. economists. Each speaker/panel member will have a topic to discuss and then there will be time for
comments, questions, and answers.

Keynote Speaker: Donald J. Gossman, SRA
Topic: "My Client The FBI"
Donald J. Gossman SRA has owned and run independent fee appraisal businesses in the
Kansas City Metropolitan Area for many years. He is a qualified and experienced appraiser capable of providing both appraisals, review appraisals, and expert witness testimony
in court cases. Donald has served on the Kansas state appraisal board review panel,
taught classes and seminars regarding appraisal practices and speaks before organizations such as the Board of Realtors and Government Agencies and at national conferences.

Thursday, December 5th
Pre-Seminar Social Event & Installation of Officers/Awards Presentations: 6:00PM - 9:00PM (tentative)
Friday, December 6th

(tentative schedule)

Registration: 7:45AM - 8:15AM
Introductions & Seminar: 8:15AM - 4:30PM
Lunch: 11:50AM – 12:50PM
Location: The Exchange at Bridge Park
6520 Riverside Drive
Dublin, Ohio 43017
T. 614-793-2263

Partner Sponsor:

Supporter Sponsor:

Support the Ohio Chapter by SPONSORING THE SEMINAR!
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS: 2019 Orlando Joint Regional Meeting
Written by: Ileana Abot, Practicing Affiliate

The Region V Joint Meeting took place this year in Orlando on February 8th-9th. Several OCAI chapter professionals attended the regional meeting.

From left to right:
 Scott Robinson, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS, AI-RRS
 Michael McCall, MAI
 Greg Williams, MAI
 Steven Noble, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS, AI-RRS, Region V Chair
 Jeffrey Ward, SRA
 Chuck Wynings, SRA
 Jeremy Aufrance
 Ashley Johnson-Wilcoxon, MAI
 Shannon Weaver, MAI, OCAI 1st Vice President

 Pam Sherman
 Jeff Sherman, MAI, AI President Elect
 Jennifer Marshall, SRA, AI-RRS
 Nancy Linton-Hall, OCAI Executive Director
 Stephen Wagner, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS, AI President
 Jean Gannon, SRA, AI-RRS
 Claire Aufrance, MAI, SRA, Region V Vice Chair
 Megan Glosser, MAI, OCAI President
 Ruth Kelton, Region V Executive Director
 Rocky Shiplett, MAI, Region V Immediate Past Chair

Rural Valuation Basics
This past May, the Ohio Chapter organized the Rural Valuation Basics class in Maumee. This 7-hour seminar focuses
on land mix analysis, valuing improvements with extraction
and allocation, and developing adjustments. The seminar
had an attendance of 24 professionals.
To the right is a photo taken at the seminar.
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THANK-YOU ROSTER
Special thanks to our chapter professionals and our friends who assisted with the events organized
during the Spring of 2019!
Event Name
Real Estate Finance, Statistics,
and Valuation Modeling
Dublin
3/4-5/19

OCAI Professional/Friend
Kim Eilerman Lee, MAI

General Appraiser Site Valuation
& Cost Approach
Dublin
3/11-14/19

Kim Eilerman Lee, MAI

Valuation by Comparison
Dublin
4/5/2019

Kim Eilerman Lee, MAI

General Appraiser Report Writing
and Case Studies
Middleburg Heights
4/8-11/19

Tim Jackson

Review Theory—General
Dublin
4/29-5/3/19

Lisa McConnell

Rural Valuation Basics
Maumee
5/20/2019

Pam Casper
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RECENT DESIGNATIONS
Congratulations to these newly designated members of our Chapter!

Stephen Ewan, MAI, Cincinnati

Emmitt Ford, AI-GRS, Cincinnati

Brian Graham, MAI, Cincinnati

Melissa Hamilton, MAI, Columbus

Samuel Horner, MAI, AI-GRS, Columbus

Jaime Isern, MAI, SRA, Worthington

Brandon Petiya, MAI, Cleveland

Melissa Roundtree, MAI, Loveland

Knowledge. Experience. Integrity.
The MAI, SRPA, SRA, AI-GRS and AI-RRS designations represent advanced knowledge. They stand for
years of proven, real-life real estate valuation experience. And they always mean a commitment to strict professional ethics and standards.

NEW CHAPTER PROFESSIONALS
Please extend a warm welcome to these new chapter professionals of the OCAI:












Katherine A. Boro, General Candidate, Columbus
Colin M. Fisher, General Candidate, Hilliard
Deborah A. Foster, Residential Candidate, Fairlawn
Kyle D. Hoskinson, General Candidate, Cleveland
Todd W. Munro, Residential Candidate, Cincinnati
Brian D. Myers, General Candidate, Columbus
Matthew R. McCoy, Practicing Affiliate, Columbus
Kathleen M. McGee, Practicing Affiliate, Broadview Hts.
Kyle Scherbauer, Practicing Affiliate, Westerville
Brian Tobey, Practicing Affiliate, Cleveland
Mitchell W. Wilson, Practicing Affiliate, Aurora
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Online Education: Learn at your own pace anytime, anywhere.
Top-notch Appraisal Institute courses and seminars come straight to your desktop with online education! Learn
from any computer anywhere, whenever you have time. It’s easy, convenient and a great way to get the education
you want. Check out the current course listing now!
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JOB POSTINGS
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF REAL ESTATE COMMERCIAL VALUATION
Busy government office seeks a full time Commercial Appraiser to lead the Commercial Real Estate
Valuation Department. Successful candidate is a Certified General Appraiser in the State of Ohio.
Primary duties include writing and reviewing reports for real estate tax appeal cases and testimony
before the Board of Revision, Board of Tax Appeals and Court of Common Pleas. This position requires excellent communication and leadership, analytical and computer skills, the ability to develop
clear and concise appraisal reports, and a cooperative spirit of willingness to do field work in your
own vehicle (with mileage reimbursement). Competitive salary and good benefits. Send cover letter
and resume with salary requirements and State of Ohio Certification Number to Hamilton County
Auditor Dusty Rhodes, 138 E. Court St., Rm 304A Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. Attn: Amy Humphrey or
email Ms. Humphrey at HRSSB@auditor.hamilton-co.org. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

APPRAISER - COMMERCIAL
Busy government office seeks a full time Commercial Appraiser. Successful candidate is a Certified General Appraiser in the State of Ohio. Duties include writing and reviewing reports for real
estate tax appeal cases and testimony before the Board of Revision, Board of Tax Appeals and
Court of Common Pleas. Excellent communication, analytical and computer skills, a cooperative
spirit of willingness to do field work in your own vehicle (with mileage reimbursement) required.
Competitive salary and good benefits. Send cover letter and resume with salary requirements and
State of Ohio Certification Number to Hamilton County Auditor Dusty Rhodes, 138 E. Court St., Rm
304A Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. Attn: Amy Humphrey or email Ms. Humphrey at HRComAppraiser@auditor.hamilton-co.org. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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JOB POSTINGS , CONTINUED...
STAFF/SENIOR APPRAISER
Company: BBG, Inc.
Location: Columbus, Ohio
The Columbus, OH office of BBG, Inc., a national valuation and advisory firm with a strong coast to
coast footprint, is seeking a highly reputable, Certified General Appraiser with strong analytical and
writing skills to join our growing organization. The ideal candidate is well-versed in all facets of commercial real estate, including the multifamily, retail, office and industrial sectors. The position is wellsuited for a driven, self-motivated individual seeking growth potential.
We are a full-service provider of commercial property valuation products, ranging from specialized
due diligence and consulting services to complex narrative appraisals. Our management team has
established and maintained professional relationships throughout a broad spectrum of clients including banks, agency lenders, equity investors, real estate fund advisors, REITs, and insurance
companies.
Requirements:
Bachelor’s degree from a 4 year university
Minimum 2 years’ experience as a certified general appraiser
MAI designation a plus or a candidate seeking an MAI in the near future
Must be proficient in MS Word and Excel
Must have strong writing skills, attention to detail, and ability to manage assignments while meeting deadlines
Additional Salary Information: Will be commensurate with experience/background, and will be
based on a competitive fee split. Excellent growth potential; Competitive benefits package including
an education allowance.
Please send your resume to Kimberly Eilerman Lee, MAI at klee@bbgres.com
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JOB POSTINGS , CONTINUED...
STAFF APPRAISER
COMPANY: Mueller Reports
Company Description:
Since 1980, Mueller Reports has been providing data collection and business intelligence solutions for insurance carriers and financial institutions. As a current leader in the industry, we are committed to delivering the
most reliable information with the best possible time service.
About the Position:
The mortgage lending environment is in the midst of evolving from legacy products and processes, to a more
streamlines model. For example, traditionally, residential appraisers have been responsible for physically
inspecting homes that they are appraising. Based on changing policies and service level expectations, the
appraiser of the future will rely upon an independent third-party to complete the physical inspection, while the
appraiser focuses their energy on analysis and report development. This new bifurcated process, which has
been successfully used in the context of Evaluations, will be broadly adopted in the forward origination
space. For that reason, there’s no group that is better positioned to thrive and grow in this new environment.
Primary Responsibilities:



Provides desktop appraisal services for lending institutions in compliance with USPAP, as well as other
applicable state and federal guidelines.
 Leverages core valuation skill sets and prior field experience as a real estate appraiser to accurately determine current market value of a given subject property.
 Continually develop knowledge of market trends and property values in the division’s lending area.
 Provide feedback to management for continuous improvement to appraisal systems and software.
Education and Experience Requirements:






Bachelor’s Degree (preferred)
Active Appraiser license or certification as required by state’s regulatory agency
Be in good state with the states in which appraiser is performing services
Ability to analyze and reconcile real property data, draw sound conclusions, summarize and document
results
 Ability to deliver clear and understandable results
 Detail oriented and self-motivated
Benefits:







Consistent volume
Only desktop assignments
No sitting in traffic or driving comps
No physical inspections
No consumer or client interaction

For more information and to apply please visit the following link: APPLY or email
Recruiting@MuellerReports.com.
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JOB POSTINGS, CONTINUED...

Certified Residential and Certified General
Job Description
Valucentric is a fast growing real estate appraisal firm that is
appraiser owned with
W2 staff operating in 20+ states. We specialize in residential and commercial valuations and
have a tremendous ground level growth opportunity in the Columbus and Cleveland areas
for Certified Residential and Certified General Appraisers looking for steady
We seek experienced, high-caliber credentialed appraisers looking for an opportunity to expand
with Valucentric's unique business model. Valucentric provides industry-leading technology for
efficient research and analytics,
is vital for our high standards of quality reporting. We are
highly committed
exceeding client expectations for accuracy and swift delivery in this fast
deadline driven industry. The superior recourses we offer, along with extreme respect for
all TEAM members, make Valucentric an extraordinary
environment!
The Valucentric TEAM works collaboratively in all aspects of the business, a truly futuristic
approach in our industry. Benefits












On-going Client
ent
Full back-office Administrative
National Data Center staffed with Senior Level Appraisers
Expert assistance in complex assignments
Licensee support
Twice Monthly Direct eposi
Health, Dental, Vision, Life, 401K
Data Access & Forms, Remote Positions and more!!!
Contact us today to learn more about all the great happenings
Send your resume to sales@valucentric.com
Visit our site
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Ohio Chapter of the Appraisal Institute
122 W. Murphy Street, Suite 3
Madison, NC 27025
Phone: (336) 297-9511
nancy@aiohio.org
www.aiohio.org
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